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If a child lives with hostility^ he learns
to fight.
If a child lives with criticism, he leams
to condemn#
If a child lives with fear, he learns to
be apprehensive.
If a child lives with jealousy, he leams
to hate.
If a child lives with self-pity, he learns
to be sorry for himself.
If a child lives with encouragement, he
leams self-confidence.
If a child lives with praise, he learns
to be appreciative.
If a child lives with acceptance, he
learns to love.
If a child lives with approval, he learns
to like himself.
If a child lives with fairness, he learns
justice.
If a child lives with honesty, he learns
what truth is.
If a child lives with friendliness, he
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Library Science and General Works
Gallatin, A. E, A bibliography of the works of Max
Beerbohm. 1952.
Jaggard, W. Shakespeare bibliography. 1959.
Standard catalog for public libraries,1959-1963 ed. I96I;.
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.
Teacher Education and Media Project, Teacher education
and media, 1961;. 1961;.
Cumulative index to nursing literature. Glendale, California
Seventh-Day Adventist Hospital Association, v. 1-5^
1956-60, V. 6-8, I96I-63.
Guide to American directories, n.d.
Play index, 1953-1960; an index to li592 plays in 1735
volumes. 1963.
Jones, H.M. Guide to American literature and its back
ground since 1890. I96I;.
Bragin, C. Bibliography, dime novels 1660-1961;. cl96i;,
Kentucky Dept. of Finance. State Archives and records
service. Checklist of Kentucky state publications.
1962-
Libros en venta en Hispanoamerica y Espana. cl961;.
ALA bulletin. Issues of freedom in American libraries .
1961;.
Library Buildings Institute, Chicago, Problems in planning
library facilities, 1961;.
Library Buildings and Equipment Institute, Kent State
University, Planning library building for service;
proceedings, 1961;.
Costs of public library service. 1961;.
Woffoi^^A' school library at work. 1959#
Arbuthnot, M. H. Children's books too good to miss. 3ed»
rev., 1963.
Magaliff, C. The {Juniro novel. 1961;•
vJynar, B, Introduction to bibliography and reference
books, 1963.
Smith, R.H. The American reading public: what it reads,
why it reads. 1961;, cl963.
World book encyclopedia. Reading and study guide; to be
\ised with the World book encyclopedia. cl961;.
The World Book encyclopedia.,.annual supplement; reviewing
important events and developments.. .1961;.
Turner, S. J, A history of Freeman, literary landmark of
the early twenties. 1963•
Gale Research Company, Encyclopedia of associations. 1961i.
Tebbel, J.W. The con^jact history of the American newspaper.
1st. ed, 1963.
Clark, T. D, The rural press and the new South, 19l;6.
Einstein, A. The world as I see it. Tr. by Alan Harris.
Abridged ed. 19h9»















































Kiausner, N.W. Philosophy. 1961.
Moore, G. E. Some main problems of philosophy. 1953*
Tulane studies in philosophy, v.l- 1952- v. XII.
Feigl, H. Readings in philosophical analysis. 19ii9*
Greene, N.N. Jeal-Paul Sartre; the existentialist ethic.
I960.
Wright, G. H. The varieties of goodness. 1963-
Armstrong, D. M. Perception and the physical world. 196l»
Bird, G, Kant's theory of knowledge, 1962.
Price, H. H. Perception. 1932#
Zinkemagel, P. Conditions for description. 1962.
Findlay, J. N. Values and intentions. 1961.
Morgenbesser, S. Free will. 1962,
Santayana, G. The realm of spirit. 19U0.
^ucasse, C. J, Nature, mind, and death. 1951*
Glaser, G, H. EEG and behavior. 1963-
Gurin, G. Americans vie;; their mental health. I960.
The Midtown Manhattan study; Thomas C« Rennie series
in psychiatry. 1962-
Brammer, L. M. Therapeetic psychology. I960.
Alexander, F, The scope of psychoanalysis, 1921-1961. 1961.
Fenichel, 0. Collected papers. 1953-5l4.»
Nunber^, H. Principles of psychoanalysis, their application
to the neuroses. 1955.
Janis, I. L. Psychological stress. 1958.
New York Academy of Medicine, Freud and contemporary culture,
1957.
Kisker, G, The disorganized personality. 196ii«
White, W. The abnormal personality, a textbook. 1956.
Hahn, H. E. Psychoevaluaticn: adaptation- distribution -
adjustment. 1963*
Levy, L. H. Psychological interpretation. 1963*
Dunham, H. W. Sociological theory &t. mental disorder. 1959*
Broad, C. D. Lectures on psychical research. 1962.
Jaggers, C, H. The Si perstitions of Junior high school
pupils. 1935.
Toman, W. Family constellation. 1961.
Flavell, J.H. The developmental psychology of Je;|n Piaget.
1963.
Levy, D. M. Behavioral analysis. 1958.
Tournier, P. The meaning of persons. 1957*
Parson, T. Social structure and personality. 196ii.
Halpern, F. C. A clinical approach to children's Rorschachs.
1953.
Murstein, B. I. Theory and research in projective techniques,
emphasizing the TAT. I963.
Merleau-Ponty, M. Phenomenology of perception. 1962.
Blanshard, B. Reason and analysis. 1962.
Wittgenstein, L. Tractatus logico-Philosophicus. 1961.
Scheville, F. The first century of Italian humanism. 1928.
Heckel, R. B. Psychology^' the nurse and the patient.I963.
Helson, H. Adaptation-level theory. I96I4.
^nastasi. A, Fields of applied psychology. I96U.

















































Michigan, University. Undergraduate curricula in psychology.
1961,
Townsend, J. C. Introduction to experiiTffintal method for
psychology and the social sciences. 1953.
Fromm, E. The dogma of Christ. 1963*
Esper, E. A. A history of ppychology. 196U.
Miller, G, A, Psychology, the science of mental life. 1962.
Hamlyn, D, W. Sensation and perception. 1961.
Coombs, C. H. A theory of data. 19614*
Ghiselli, E. E. Theory of psychological measurement. 196U.
Torgerson, W, S, Theory and methods of scaling. 1958.
Blanshard, B. The nature of thought. 1939.
Harper, J. The cognitive processes; readings. 196U»
Wertheimer, Productive thinking. 1959.
Mednick, S. A. Learning. I96I4..
Taylor, C, W. Creativity: progress and potential. cl96U.
Davitz, J. R. The communication of emotional meaning. 19614.
Birney, R. C. Instinct. 1961.
Bindra, Motivation: a systematic reinterpretation.
1959.
Brim, 0. G. Personality and decision processes. 1962*
Toman, An introduction to psychoanalytic theory of
motivation. I960.
Copi, I. Introduction to logic. 1953*
Ruby, L. The art of making sense; a guide to logical
thinking. 195U.
Day, J. P. Inductive probability. 1961.
Carnap, rt. Meaning and necessity. 1956.
Rosenbloom, P. C. The elements of mathematical logic.
Fearntjide, W. W, Fallacy; the counterfait of argument
Wates, G, F. The magic of common sense. 1923*
Brandt, R. B. Ethical theory. 1959»
Broad, C, D. Five types of etihical theory. cl930.
Edwards, J. The nature of true virtue. I960.
Paton, H. J, The categorical imperative; a study in
Kant's moral philosophy. 19i|8.
Tonnies, F, Custom. 1961,
Timberlake, J, H. Prohibition and the progressive movement,
1900-1920, 1963.







Plato's method of dialectic. 1^614#
An examination of Plato's doctrines. 1962.
Plato's use of fallacy, a study of the
Euthydemus and some other dialogues. 1,^6/.
Stewart, A. Plato's doctrine of ideas. 19614.
Taylor, A, E. Plato, the man and his work. I960,
Hartnack, J. Philosophical problems. 1962.
Hegel, W, F. Lectures on the history of philosophy. 1^63*
Macquarrie, J. Twent&eth-century religious thought; the
frontiers of philosophy and theology, 19^0-1960, "-963.
Passmore, J. A. A hundred years of philosophy. 1957.
Randall, J. H. The career of philosophy: from the Middle
Ages to the Enlightenment. 1962.
Burke, K. Permanence & change. 19514.
Flew, A. G. N. Hume's philosophy of belief. l?ol.
Hendel, C, W. Studies in the philosophy of Pavld Hume, 1963*
Paul, L. A. The English philosophers. "1,955.













































Langan, T, The meaning of Heidegger. 1959.
Cassirer, H. W, Kant's first critique. 1955«
Nietzsche, F, W, Complete works. 1961i.
'/Wittgenstein, L, Philosophical investigations; translated
by G.E.M. Anscombe. 1953»
Crocker, L, G, An age of crisis. 1959.
Clark^, 0. F. Introduction to Berdyaev. 1950.
Religion
Thompson, S, M. A modem philosophy of religion. 1955*
Lewis, C, S. Mere Christianity, 1952.
Greenslade, L, The Cambridge history of the Bible; the
West from the Reformation to the present day. 1963*
Davies, A, p. The meaning of the dead sea scrolls. 1956.
Bible. ...Novum testamentum, juxta exemplar Joannis
Millii. I8lli.
Henry, C» F, H. Remaking the modern mind. 19ii6.
Berdiaev, N. A. Freedom and the spirit. 1935*
Flick, A, C. The decline of the medieval church. 1930*
Janelie, P. The Catholic reformation. 1963*
Harrison, F, Life in a medieval college; the story of the
Vicars-Choral of York Minster. 1952.
Henry, S, C, A miscellany of American Christianity. 1963.
Makower, F, The constitutional history and constitution of
the 0hurch of England. I960,
Appolis, Le "tiers parti," catholique au XVIII siecle. 19^
Schnieder, H. W, The Puritan mind. 1958.
Gaster, T, H. Passovers its history and traditions. 19h9»
Wirth, L, The ghetto. 1956.
Social Science and Education
Chinoy, iii. Society, I96I.
Merrill, F, E, Society and culture. 1961.
Sellew, G, Sociology and its use in nursing service. 1962.
Aptheker, H. The world of C, V/right Mills. I96O.
Coser, L. A. Sociological theory: a book of readings. 196ii.
Lambert, W, Social psychology, 196U,
Sherif, M. An outline of social psychology . 1956.
•^imon, H. A. Models of man: social and rational. 1957.
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues.
Readings in social psychology. 1958.
Bradford, L, P, T-Group theory and laboratory method;
innovation in re-dducation, I96U.
Lang, K. Collective dynamics. 1961.
McPhee, N. Formal theories of mass behavior. 1963.
Rogers, E, K, Diffusion of innovations. 1962.
Lunn, Sir A, H. M. The Swiss and their mountains. 1963.
Redfield, H. The little community. 1962.
Warner, W, L, Yankee City. 1963.
Burgess, W. Contributions to urban sociology, 196ii.
Ilfeld, F, Social nudism in America. 196/4.
Parsons, T, Structure and process in modern societies.
i960.
Terrot, C. Traffic in innocents. I96O,






































Sherif, M. Reference groups. 196ii.
Ho, Ping-ti. The ladder of success in Imperial China;
aspects of social mobility, 1366-1911- 1962,
McKinley, D, Ij. Social class and family life. 196ii.
Misra, B. B. The Indian middle classes; their growth in
modern times. I96I.
Ossowski, S. Class structure in the social consciousness.
1963.
Tumin, 14, Social class and social change in Puerto Rico.
1961.
Keller, S. I, Beyond the n;ling class. 1963.
Hostetler, J. A, Amish society. 1963.
Berry, B, Almost white. I963.
Williams, R. H. Strangers next door. 196ii.
Festinger, L. Research methods in the behavioral sciences.
1953.
Hyman, H. H. Survey and design and analysis. 1955.
Smythe, H, H. The new I'jigerian elite. I96O.
Statesman's year-book. 19614-65.
Goode, v^. J. Methods in social research. 1952.
Junker, B, H. Field work. I96O.
Research methods in social relations. Published for the
Society for the Psychological Study of Social issues. 195.'
McCormick, T, C. Methods of research in the behavioral c
sciences. 1958»
Mills, C, w. Power, politics and people. 1963*
Young, P.(V,) Scientific social surveys and research. 1956.
United ^^ationa. Secretariat. Statistical Office.
Statistical yearbook. I963.
Franzblau, A. N. A primer of statistics for the statisticians.
1958.
Hugg, D. How to lie with statistics. 1951-.
Snedecor, G, W. Statistical methods applied to experiments in
agriculture and biology. 1956.
Zelditch, M. A basic course in sociological statistics. 1959»
^ochran, W. G. Sampling techniques. 1963.
Germany(Federal Republic, 19li9-) Bundesministerium fur
\^ertrieb ne, Fluchtlinge und Kriegsgeschadigte. Facts
concerning the problem of the German expellees and
refugees. 19ii9.
The ^uropa yearbooks. 196ii. vl.
Montesquieu, C, L. The spirit of the laws; translated by
Thomas Nugent. 19ii9.
Small, A, W. The beginnings of American naticnality; the
Constitutional Relations Between the Continental
Congress and the Colonies and States from 177ii to I789.
1890.
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization. Contemporary political fecience; a survey of
methods, research and teaching. 1950.
Cain, E. They'd rather be right; youth and the conservative
movement, I963.
0*Connell, D, P. The law of state succession. 1956.
Schattschnieder, L. E. A guide to the study of public
affairs, 1952.
Koebner, R. Imperialism. 196ii.













































Finer, S. E. The man on horsebackj the role of the military
in politics. 1962.
Carr, E. H. Studies in revolution. 1963.
Park, R. E# Human communities. cl959.
Ritchie, D. G, i^atural rights. 189U.
American Society for Political and Legal Philosophy. Liberty.
1962.
Bladwin, J, Notes of a native son. 1955*
Crum, M, Gullahj Negro life in the Carolina Sea Islands. 19ii
Gossett, T, F. Race; the history of an idea in America. I963.
Jones, M# A» American immigration. 1960#
vv'oodward, C, V« The strange career of Jim Crow. 1957.
Lader, L. The bold Brahmins; New England's war against
slavery, I83I-I863. 1961.
Claude, I. L, Power and international relations. 1962.
Reynolds, P. A. British foreign policy in-&ie inter-war years.
195U.
Fifield, H, Southeast Asia in United States policy. 1963#
Hostow, W, W. An American policy in Asia. 1955.
The United States in world affairs. 1963.
Crankshaw, The new cold war Moscow v. Pskin. 1963*
Sutherland, S, S, IVhen you preside. 1962.
Congressional quarterly almanac. 19ii5- v, XIX.
Mayer, G. H, The Republican Party, lC5i;-196i;. 1961;.
Hall, P. G, Lai our's new frontiers. 196ii.
History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Edited by
by Andrew Rothstein. I960,
Von Mises, L, Human action, a treatise on economics. 1963.
Edgeworth, F. Y. Papers relating to political economy. 1963-
United Mationa (Organization) Department of economic and
social affairs. Economic survey of Europe. 1961.
National industrial conference board. Economic development
of Germany under .national socialism. 1937.
Issawi, G, p, Egypt in revolution; an economic analysis. 196.
Fite, G, C. An economic history of the United States. 1959.
Gregory, C, 0. Labor and the law. 1961.
Cox, A. Law and the national labor policy. I960.
Elkan, w. Migrants and proletarians. I960.
Wunderlich, F. Farm labor in Germany, 1810-19U5. 1961.
Engels, F. The condition of the working class in England.
1958.
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations. Proceedings of the convention 1st- 1955.
Rothbaixi, M. N. Man, economy, and state. 1962.
Soule, G, H. Introduction to economic science. 19U8.
Hutt, W. H» Keynesianism-retrospect and prospect. I963.
Tucker, J. Josiah Tucker. 1931.
United Nations. Bureau of Economic Affairs. World Economic
survey, 19ii5-h7- 1963-
Political and Economic Planning. Regional development in the
European economic community. 1962.
Gluckstein, Y. Qiao's China; economic and political survey.
1957.
Committee for Economic Development. Japan in the free
world economy. 1963.
Greer, S, A. Last man in. 1959.
Moody's manual of investments...banks, insurance companies





































MoHdy's manual of investments...government securities. 196i)»
rioody's manual of investments.. .Industrial securities. 196ii.
Sombart, W, Socialism and the social movement in the 19th
century. 1^98.
Noyes, J. H. History of American socialisms. 1961.
William and Mary College, Williamsburg, Va. Marshall-Bythe
School of Law. The hi-fetory and philosophy of taxation? a
conference held at the college of William and Mary in
Virginia, April 15, 1955.
Bauer, H. A. American business aid puLlic policy; the
politics of foreign trade. I963.
Hall, C. R. History of American industrial science. 195ii.
Clawson, M. Natural resourries and international develop
ment. 196li.
Committee for Economic Development. Toward a realistic farm
program; a statement by the Program Committee of the
Coi^ttee for Economic Development, December, 1957. 1958.
Wainwright, N, B. Histoiy of the Philadelphia Electric
Company, 1881-1961. 196I.
Watson, J. S. A history of the Salters' Company. I963.
Kaysen, C. Antitrust policy; an economic and legal
analysis . 1959.
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) Abrief history. 196ii.
Kerr, C. Industrialism and industrial man: the problems
of labor and management in economic growth. I96U.
Hoff, T, J, B. Economic calculation in the socialist society,
xyiiy.
Maratano, N. An Alliance for progress; the challenge and the
problem. CI963.
Schweitzer, A, Big business in the Third Reich. I964.
Simons, H, C, Economic policy for a free society,
Stemsher, B. Rexford Tugwell and the New Deal. Ipoii.
Shoup, C.S, Principles of national income analysis. 19ii7,
Szasz, T. S. Law, liberty, and psychiatry. l<^o3.
Nicclson, S, H.G. Diplomacy. 1?63.
Wharton, T. I, Adigested index to the rep^^rted decisions of
the sevei'al courts of law in the United states.
Kentucky. Attornrey General. Opinions pi' the attorney
General of Kentucky. 1960-1^0^.
'iiumn.q, E. C. Libel and slander and related actions, I963,
amer, L, The American FeAJaral executive. I963.
•ihe Municipal year book. 1.004,
Passfield, S, J, W, The develonweiit of English local
government, 1689-18*^3. l?o3.
Cater, D, Power in Washington. 1961^.
Livingston, W. S. Federalism in the Commonwealth, a biblio. •
graphical commentaiy. 1963*
^^^1962^* politics in the hiddle East.
Ainerir^^hi.^torical association. War as a social institution.
Herring, E. P. The impact of war; our American democracy
under arms. cl9iil.







































La Gorce, P, w. The French Army. 1963#
Skidmore, H. A. Introduction to social work. CI96I4.
Chambers, C, A. Seedtime of reXormj American social service
and social action, 15'18-1933. 1963-
Dunhaqi, H. W. The culture of the state mental hospital. I960
Mays, J. B, Growing up in the city. 195U-
Duffy, C. T. The San Quentin story. 1950.
Bearing, M. R. Veterans in politics. 1952.
Dewey, J. Philosophy, psychology and social practice. 1963#
Committee on the College and World Affairs. The college
and world affairs; report. 196ii.
The Year book of education. 196ii.
The Xale-Fairfield study of elementary teaching. Teacher
pjreparation for mothers who are college graduates. 1959•
American Association of Colleges for Teacrier Education.
Yearbook. 196U*
Honeywell, R. J. The educational work of Thomas Jefferson.
196a, C1931.
^^ational Lducation Association of the United States. Project
on the Instructional Program of the Public Schools.
Planning and organizing • for teaching* 1963*
Casey, L. M. School business administration. 1961i.
Schoenfeld, C. A. Year-round education, by Clarence A.
Sch'enfeld and Neil Schmitz. cl96ii.
Hoffmann, B, The tyranny of testing. 1962.
Nunnally, J. C, Educational measurement and evaluation. I96I4
Beggs, D. W. Team teaching, 196ii.
Strong, E. K. Vocational interests I8 years after college
Minneapolis, 'Univoreityof Minnesota. 1955.
Fryklund, V, C, General shop bench woodworking. cl955«
Gerbracht, C, , and Babcock, R. J. Industrial arts for
grades K-6. 1959.
I4iller, R. Selected readings for industrial arts. 1963.
Gans, R. Common sense in teaching reading, a practical
guide. 1963.
Schcol Heklth Education Study. School Health Education Study,
1961-1963. 196h.
Educational Policies Commission, Education and the dis-
advantaged American. 1962.
Heilman, A, W. Principles and practices of teaching reading.
1961.
Hymes, J, L. Before the child r^ads. 1958.
iVest, R. Individualized reading instruction, 196lt.
Lounsbury, J. H. The Junior high school we paw. 1961;.
Poley, I. C, Speaking of teaching. 1957.
Wiles, K. The champing curriculum of the American high
school. 1963.
Alexander, W. M, Changing curriculum content. 196ii.
Curriculum Research Institute, Nurturing individual potential.
196ii.
Goodlad, J, I, School curriculum reform in the United
States. New York Fund for the Advancement of Education.
196i4.
American universities and colleges. 1961i.
Pusey, N. M. The age of the scholar. I963.
Stifterverband fur die Duetsche Wissenschaft. The scientific

























DeVane, C, The American university in the twentieth
century. 1957*
Larabee, L, B. A parent's guide to colleges and universities.
1963.
Lieberman, M, The future of public education. I960.
Committee for Economic Development. The European common
market... 19^9.
United Nations. Yearbook of international trade statistics.
19^0.
Holbik, K. Postwar trade in divided Germany. 196U«
Ashdown, E. J. British costume during XIX centures. 195U*
Farber, S. M. Man and divilization; the potential of
woman. cl963.
Duke University, Durham, N.C. Library. Frank C. Brown
Collection of North Carolina Folklore. The Firank C.
Brown Collection of the folklore of North Carolina. 19^2.
Haavio, E. (E.) ...The game of rich and poor, a comparative
study in traditional singing games. 1932.
Dorson, R. M. Buying the wind: regional folklore in the
United States. 1961i.
Aymar, B. Treasury of snake lore. 19^6.
Language and Languages
Potter, S. Modern linguistics. 1957.
Whatmough, J. Language; a modem synthesis. 1956#
Carroll, J. B, The study of language. 1953*
Childers, J, W. Foreign language teaching. 1961^.
Ullmann, S, Language and style. 196ii.
Empson, W. The structure of complex words. 1951*
Lewis, C. S. Studies in words. I960.
Gray, J. C. Words, words, and words about dictionaries. 1963
National reading conference for colleges and universities.
Yearbook. 19^8. 1961i.
Reading Conference. Proceedings. 1961t.
Cassell's new French-English, English-French dictionary...
1930.
Kykkotes, H. English-modern Greek and modern Greek-English
dictionary; including English and Greek grammar,
geogriphical and proper names, and abbreviations. 1957.











Burtt, E. A. The metaphysical foundations of modem
physical science. 195U.
Poincare, H. Science and hypothesis; with a pref. by J.
Larmor. 1952.
Schlestnger, G. Method in the physical sciences. I963.
Lankester, S. E. R. Great and small things. 1923»
Science in progress. 1939- v. XIV.
Dubos, R. J. The dreams of reason. 1961.
Davis, v^. The century of science. 1963*
Burkill, J. C. Mathematical scholarship problems. I96I.
Cameron, E. A. Algebra and trigonometry. I960.













































Rees, P, K. Algebra and trigonometry. 1962.
Knopp, K. Infinite sequence and series. 1956.
Davenport, H. The higher arithmetic. 1952.
Hohn, F. E. Elementary matrix algebra. 1958.
Brumfiel, C. F, Geometry. I96O.
Klein, F. Elementary mathematics from an advanced
stand point. 1939.
Aleksandrov, P. S. Combinatorial topology. 1956-60.
Kelley, J. L. Linear topological apaces. 1963.
Johnson, fi. E. Calculus. 1957.
Olmsted, J. M, H. Advanced calculus. 1961.
riandolph, J. F. C|lculus and analytic geometry. I96I.
Morris, M. Differential equations. 1952.
Knopp, K. Problem book in the theory of functions. 1952.
Corbato, F. J, Advanced computer .rogramming. 1963.
Flitter, H. H. An introduction to physics in nursing. 1962.
Sackheim, G. I, Practical physics for nurses. 1962.
Varenna, I. Souola intomazionale de fisica. Evidence for
gravitational theories. 1962.
Dugas, R. A history of mechanics. 1955.
Olson, H. F. Dynamical analogies. 1958.
Sittig, M. Cryogenics: research and applications. 1963.
Selby, M. C. Analysis of coaxial two-terminal conical
capacitor. 1962.
Vaczek, L. C. The enjoyment of chemistry. 1961i.
Utermark, W. Melting point tables of organic compounds. I963
Kolthoff, I. M. Treatise on analytical chemistry. 1959.
Feitknecht, F. Solubility constants of metal oxides, metal
hydroxides and metal hydroxide salts in aqueous
solution. 1963.
Oilman, J. J. The art and science of growing crystals. 1963.
National Academy cff Sciences. National Research Council.
Twelfth 6-monthly catalogue of data in IGY World Data
Center A, I963.
lacopi, R. Earthquake country. 196U.
Stirton, R. A. Time, life and man. 1959.
Wolf, E. R. Anthropology, I96U.
Radcliffe-Brown. Method in social anthropology. 1958.
Stanton, W. R, The leopard's spots: scientific attitudes
toward race in America, 1815-59. I960.
LaBarre, VJ. Thehunan^ animal. 195^.
Carrighar, S. One day »n Beetle rock. 19hh»
Emig, W« H. Microtechnique; text and laboratory exercises.
1959.
Bgiley, L. H. Manual of cultivated plants mostly commonly
grown in the continental United States and Canada. 19k9»
Lloyd, B. Handbook of botanical diagrams. 1962.
Core, E, L. Plant taxonomy. 1955.
Graves, A, H. Illustrated guide to trees and shrub#; a
handbook of the woody plants of the North-eastern United
States and adjacent regions. 1956.
Young, W. C. Sex and internal secretions. I96I.
Devoe, A, This fascinating animal world. 1951.
Rheingold, H. L. Maternal behavior in mammals. I963.
Lanha9, U. N. The insects. 196ii.
Frisch, K.v. Bees: their vision, chemical senses, and
languages. 1950.
10









































New York Academy of Medicine. The march of medicine. I960.
Abdellah, F. G. Patient-centered approaches to nursing. I960.
Bemosk, L, S. Interviewing in nursing. 196ii.
Burton, G. Personal impersonal and interpersonal
relations. 196ii.
Creighton, H. i-aw every nurse should know. 1957•
Crow, L. D. Undersianding interrelations in nursing. 1961.
Hughes, E. C. Twenty thousand nurses tell their storyj a
report on studies of nursing functions sponsored by
the American Nurses' Association. 1950.
Ken^f, F. C. The person as a nursej professional adjust
ments. 2d. ed. 1957#
Matheney, R. V. Fundamentals of patient-centered nursing.
c196U.
Ujhely, G. B. The nurse and her problem patients. 1936.
Blumberg, J. E. Nursing care of the long-term patient. 1963*
De Gutierrez-Mahoney, C. G. Neurological and neurosurgical
nursing. I960.
Jensen, D. (M.) Principles and technics of rehabilitation
nursing. I96I.
Sawyer, J. R. Nursing care of patients with urologic
disease. I963.
Sutton, A, L. Bedside nursing techniques in medicine and
surgery. 1961;.
Newton, K. Geriatric nursing. I96O,
Schwartz, D. R. The elderly ambulatory patients nursing and
psychosocial needs. 1961;.
Allgire, M. J, Nurses can give and teach rehabilitation. 196f
Hays, J. S. Interacting with patients. I963.
Manaser, J. C. Instmments for study of nurse-patient
interaction. 1961;.
Field, H. E. Foods in health and disease, a practical
guide, 196!;.
Fletcher, H. Speech and hearing in commimication. 1953.
Anderson, G. W. Commxinicable disease control; a volume for
the public health worker. 1962.
Garb, Pharmacology and patient care. 1962,
Wikler, A, The relation* of psychiatry to pharmacology. 1957.
Brooks, S, M. Basic facts of body water and ions, I960.
Goth, A, Nedical pharmacology; principles and concepts. I96I-
Dollard, J. Steps in psychotherapy, 1953-
^erez-Tamayo, R. Mechanisms of disease; an introduction to
pathology. I96I.
Garb, S. l^aboratory tests in common use. I963.
Rose, A. M. Mental health and mettal disorder. 1955*
Shaffer, G. W» Fundamental concepts in clinical psychology.
1952.
Meares, A. The management of the anxious patient. I963.
Riper, C, G, Speech correction, I963*
Lorr, M. Syndromes of psychosis. 1963*
Sullivan, H. S. The interpersonal theory of psychiatry. 1953*
Arieti, S. Interpretation of schizophrenia. 1955«
Bankoff, G. A. The story of plastic surgery. 1952.
Miller, K. F. Gynecology and gynecologic nursing. 1959#











































American Psychopathological Association. Meeting hhth, New
York, 195ii. Psychopathology of Childhood. Proceedings.
1955.
Crandall, S. H. tiandom vibration. 1958*
Bruce, A. W, The steam locomotive in America# 1952.
Comsweet, T. N. The design of electric circuits in hfae
behavioral sciences. 1963#
Shuman, J. T. Machine shop work. 19ii2.
Hill, P« H. Mechanisms . I960.
Wagener, A. M. Machine shop theory and practice. 1950.
European coal and Steel Community. The High Authority.
General report on the activities of the community. I963-6
Wijk, W. R. Physics of plant environment. 1^63.
Adriance, G, W. Propagation of horticultural plants. 1955*
Cotton, R. T. Pests of stored grain and grain products. 196;
^ayes, H. K. A professor's story of hybrid com. 1963«
Coon, B. I. Home economics instruction in the secondary
schools. 196U.
Hollen, N. R. Textiles. 196U.
Lear, M. W. The child worshipers. 1963•
Accountants' handbook. 1956.
Mautz, R. K. The philosophy of auditing. 1961.
Sanders, T. H. A statement of accounting principles. 1938»
Dickey, R. I. Accountants* cost handbook. I960.
Elliott, 0. Men at the top. 1959.
Harrington, A. Life in the crystal palace. 1959•
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.








Management relations with organized public
theory, policies, programs. 1963*
Tea manufacture. 1963*
Steigerwalt, A. K. The l>lational Associaticn of Manui'acturers,
1895-1911*; a studjr of business leadership. 1961^.
Lindberg, R. A, Processes and materials for manufacture. I96
Groneman, C. H. Exploring the industries. 1962.
Criswell, C. A. ...Upholstering and re-fapholstering; in
corporating the newest materials with the latest methods
of procedure... cl955.
O'Neill, J. M. Early American furniture. 1963.
Durbahn, W. E, Fundamentals of carpentry. 1956.
Executive's manual for personnel
Art, Music, JPhysical Education
Sajrtre, J. P. Essays in aesthetics. 1963.
Eversole, F, Christian faith and the conten^orary arts.
1962.
Gassner, J. The nature of art. 196ii.
Conant, H. Art education. 196ii.
Bazin, G. The loom of art. 1962.
Grivot, D, Gislebertus, Sculptor of Autun. 1961.
Furtwangler, A. Masterpieces of Greek sculpture. 1961i.
Upton, J» The art of wood carving. 1958.
Cotterell, H. H. Old pewter, 1963.










































Obst, F. M. Art and design in home living. 1963-
Olsen, H. Painting portraits; how to capture likeness
and personality. 196U.
Hamilton, G. H. Manet and his critics. 195U*
Chaing, I. The Chinese eye, I960,
Ka\ifimann, D. Graphic arts crafts. 1962.
Marinaccio, A, Exploring the graphic arts. 1959.
International Conference of Composers, Stratford, Ont.
The modem composer and his world. 1961.
Three classics in the aesthetic of music: Monsieur Croche tht
dilettante hater. Sketch of a new esthetic of music.
1962.
Colles, H, C. Essays and lectures; with a memoir of the
author. 19145.
Bergethon, B, Musical growth in the elementary school. 1963
Brandt, VJ, E. The way of music. 1963.
Schubert, I. The eraft of music teaching in the elementary
school. 196ii.
Marrocco, W. T. Music in America. 196ii.
Tyndall, R, E, Musical form. 1961;.
Catches and glees of the eighteenth century. 1955*
Revenscroft, T. PamFielia. DButromelia. i^ielismata. 1961.
Camden, A. Basoon technique. 1962.
Gassner, J. Theatre and drama in the making. 196U.
Nicoll, A. Masks, mimes and miracles. 1963*
Mosconi, W. On pocket billiards, 1959.
Saffran, R. B. First book of creative rhythms. 1963.
American association for health, physical education, and
recreation. Division for girls' and women's sports.
Tennis-badminton guide. 1961i-66.
Schaap, R, An illustrated history of the Olympics. 1963.
Kuhns, G. W. On surfing. 1963.
Patterson, 0. B. Surf-riding, its thrills and techniques.
I960,
Claflin, B, American waterfowl. 1952.
Burke, E. H. The history of archery. 1957.
Literature
Fishman, S, The disinherited of art. 1953.
Moulton, C.W. The library of literary criticism of English
and American authors. 1935.
Schorer, M. Criticism; the foundations of modern literary
^judgement. 1958.
Wellek, R, Theory of literature. 1956.
Gardner, H.L. The business of criticism. 1959.
Kenner, H. Flaubert# Joyce and Beckett; the stoic comedians#
c1962.
Winsatt, W, K, Explication as criticism; selected papers
from the English Institute, 191(1-1952. 1963.
Burke, K. Counter-statement. cl953.
Cook, S. E. T. Literary recreations. 1918,
Rosenheim, E. What happens in literature. I960.
Bartlett, P.B. Poems in process. 1951.
Bodkin, M« Archetypal patterns in poetry; psychological
studies of imagination. 1963.











































Millett, F, B» Reading poetry, a method of analysis with
selection for studyj 1950,
Tillyard, E, 11. W. Poetry direct and oblique. 19ii5.
Greenberg, M. Coming attractions. 1957.
Trask, G, S. Storytellers and their .art. I963.
arnackj R. V, Group discussion; theory and technique. 196ii.
Grotjahn, M. Beyond laughter, 1957,
Connolly, F. X, The types of literature: short story,
novel, poetry, drama, ©say, criticism. 1955.
Douglas, W.W. The critical reader; poems, stories, assays,
con?), and ed. By Wallace Douglas... 19k9»
Stallman, R. W. The creative readerj an anthology of fiction,
drama, poetry. 1962.
Daiches, D, Poems in English, 1530-I9ii0. 1950.
Bentley, E, R. From the modem repertoire. 19ii9-56.
Pritchard, F. H. The world's best essays, from Confucious to
Menoken. cl929.
Slote, B. Myth and symbol: critical approaches and
applications. 1963. •
Scott, N.A. Rehearsals of discomposure. 1952.
Spender, S. The creative element. 1953*
Bowra, S.C.M. The creative experiment. 1958.
Richards, l.A, Practical criticism, a study of literary
judgment. 1929-
Corrigan, R.W. The context and craft of drama. I96I4..
Loomis, H.S. The Grail. 1963.
Scaglione, A.D. Nature and love in the late Middle Ages.
1963.
Hill, H. Soon, one morning. 1963#
Blair, V/. The literature of the United States. 1957.
Duffey, B.I. The Chicago renaissance in American letters.
19Shi
Kentucky Council of Teachers of English. Research and
Publication Committee. Literary landmarks of Kentucky.
1961.
The Times, London, Literary supplement, American
writing today. 1957#
Laws, G.M, Native American balladry. 196ii*
Amis, G.W. The fields were green. 1953*
Fryefield, K.P. The soldiers' collection of poams and
ballads. 19iil.
Thoreau, H.D, Collected poems. 1961i.
Lowell, J.R. The complete poetical works of James Russell
Lowell. 1897.
Konvitz, M.R. Emerson; a collection of critical essays,
C1962, ^
Kunitz, S.J. Selected poems, 1928-1958. 1958.
Squires, J.R. The loyalties of Robinson Jeffers. 1956.
Fuchs, D, The comic spirit of Wallace Stevens. 1963.
Brinnin, J.M. Selected poems. 1963-
Berry, W. November twenty-six, nineteen hundred sixty-
three, poem. 1961i.
Carlisle, T.J. I need a century. I96I1.
Cenker, H. A case of libel. 1961i,
Chase, R.V. The American Novel and its tradition, 1957.
Faulkner, W. Bear, man, $ God.
















































Warfel, H.R. American novelists of today. 1951*
Ford, M.P. Who's who in Faulkner. 1963.
Who is Ayn Rand? 1962.




Best articles...Most memorable articles oi* the year. 1953*
Dunne, F.P, Mr. Doiley remembers* 1963.
Home, E. The hiptionary. 1963. 4
Thoreau, H.D. Journal. 1962.
Thomas, E.M. It really happened. cl961t.
Faulkner, W. William Faulkner: early prose and poetry.
1962.
Fowley, G. Skyline; a reporter's reminiscence of the 1920's.
1961.
English Association. Essays and studies. 1961;.
Hollow^, J. The Victorian sage. 1953.
Symons, A. Figures of several centuries. 1916.
Wayne State University, Detroit. Studies in honor of
John Wilcox. 1958.
Camden, C.C. Restoration and eighteenth-century literature.
1963.
Eveiy, G, Poetry and personal responsibility; an interim
report on contemporary literature. 19i49.
Gleckner, R.F. Romanticism; points of view. 1962.
Gordon, G.S. More corr^^anionable books. 19it8.
Hoffman, D.G. English literary criticism: romantic and
Victorian. I963.
Kruezt-r, J.R. Modem writing on major English authors# 1963*
Melchiori, G. The tightrope walkers. 1956.
Whibley, C. Literary studies. 1919.
linger, L. The man in the name. " n.d.
The Yellow Book. A selection, con^iled by Norman Denny. 19U9
Knight, G.V/. The starlit dome; studies in the poetry of
vision, i960.
Pinto, V.D.S. Crisis in English poetry, 1880-I9ii0. 1951.
Tillyard,E,ri.W, The metaphysicals and Milton. 1956.
Wain, J. Interpretation: essays on twelve English
poems. 1955.
Walton, G. Metaphysical to Augustan. 1955#
Donno, E.S. Elizabethan minor epics. 1963.
Allison, A.W, Toward an Augustan poetic# 1962»
Krouse, F.M.
n.d.
Lewis, C.S. A preface to Paradise lost. I96O,
Bums, R. The complete poetical works of Burns. 1897.
Bowra, S.C.M. The romantic imagination. 1950.
Word^orth, W. Lyrical ballads. I963.
Perkins, D. Wordsworth and the poetry of sincerity. 196ii.
Charpentier, J. Coleridge, the sublime somnambulist. 1929.
Richards, I.A. Coleridge on iiuagination. I960.
Bate, W.J. John Keats. I963.
Reid, J.C. Thomas Hood. 1963.
Duffin, H.C. Amphibian; a reconsideration of Browning.
1956.
Parkinson, T.F. w.B. Yeats. 196ii.
Stallworthy, J. Between the lines; Yeat's poetry in the
making. I963.





















































Kleinman, H» The religious sonnets of Dylan Thomas. 1963.
Harrison, G.B. Elizabethan plays and players. 1956.
Lattimore, R.A. Story patterns in Greek tragedy. 196U
Bluestone, M. Shakespeare's contempcries, I96I.
Crane, M. Shakespeare's prose. 1951*
Eastman, A.i'I. Shakespt^are's critics. 196ii.
Jorgensen, P.A, Redeeming Shakespeare's words. 1962.
Shakespeare, W. Hamlet, prince of Denmark, 1929*
Campbell, C.J, Shakespeare's satire. 1963.
Ev^ns, A.J. Shakespeare's magic circle. 1956.
riarrison, G.B. Shakospe re at work, l592-l603. 1958.
•'jeavenworth, R.E, Interpreting Hamlet. I96O.
Ludowyk, E.F.C. Understandir^ Shakespeare. 1962.
Rosenberg, h. The masks of Othello. 1961.
I'^'ilson, F.P, Marlowe; and the early Shakespeare. 1953-
Brown, J.R. Contemporary theater. 1962.
Drew, E.A, The novel. 196ii.
Lettis, R. Assessing Great expectations, materials for
analysis. I960.
Duffin, H.C, Thomas Hardy; a study of the iJessex novels,
the poems, and the dynasts. 1937*
Priestley, J,B, Open house, 1927.
Lucas, E,V, A Bost;ell of Babhdad. 1917*
McFee, W. Swallowing the anchor. 1925-
Reid, S.H.E, To hell with culture, 1963*
Rosenheim, E.V/, Swift and the sitirist's art. 1963#
Krapp, G.P. The rise of English literary prose. 1963.
Harrold, C.F, Carlyle and German thought: I8l9-l83i;. 1963*
Closs, A. Ifedusa's mirror; studies in German literature. 195
Hear, E. Im Zeichen der Hoffnung. 1961.
Hettner, H.J.T, Geschichte der deutschen literatur im
achtzchnten Jahrhundert. 1961.
Trakl, G, Aus Goldenem Kelch- 1956.
Jantz, H.S, Goethe's Faust as a Renaissance man: parallels
and prototypes. 1951-
Mann, T. Goethe als reprasentant des burgerlichen
zeitalters. 1932.
Ebner, von E. Das Gemeindekind, Novellen und Aphorismen. 195^
Ebner, von E., M.,F, Klein Romane. 1957.
Feuchtwanger, L, Jud Suss, roman. 1925#
Grimm, H. Volk ohne raum, von Hans Grimm. 1926.
luther, M, Tischreden, Ausgewahlt and eingeleitet von
ttarl Gerhard Steck, 1959.
Goethe, J.V/.v. Goethes werke in sechs b.:anden. 1910.
Giraudoux, J, Plays. 1963.
Bishop, M. Petrarch and his world, I963.
Dante, A, The Divine comdey, 19^6.
Ballesteros, G.M, ...Lscritores de Indias. 19h9m
Hidalgo, b. Cielitos y dialogos patrioticos. 1950.
Neruda, P. Crepuscularia; poemas. 1961.
Vallejo, C,A. Espana, aparta de mi este caliz. I96I.
Vj^llejo, C.A. Los heraldos negros. I96I.
^^llejo, C.A. Poemas humanos. 1961.
Vallejo, C.A, Trilce. I96I.
Neruda, P. Plenos ponderes. cl962.
Hartzenbusch, J.E, Los amantes de Teruel. 1950«
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Garcia Lorca, F. La casa de Ecmarda Alba. 19U5.
Garcia Lorca, F. Yerma. 1959.
Grau, J. El Conde Alarcos, tragedia romanesca en tres
actos imd El Caballero /arona, comadia en tres actos, en
prosa. 19UU.
Grau, J. El Hljo prodigo, parabola billica en tres
Jamados und El Senor de Pigmalion, farsa tragicomica
de hombres y Munecos, en tres actos y un pralogo. 19iiS.
Sainz de iiobles, F.C, Cuentos viejos de la vieja Espana
(del aiglo XIII al siglo XVIII). 1957.
Maeztu, R.d. ...Don Quijote, Don Juan y la Celestinas
ensayos en simpatia. 1957.
Cervantes Saavedra, M.d. Novel ejemplares.•• 1961.
I-iiro, F.B. ...El obispo Leproso, novelaj segunda parte
de Nuestro padre San Daniel. 1928.
Romero, F. ...Mary Playa (ocho cmentos). 19U0.
Romero, L. La noria. 1961.
Barojay Nessi, P. Mala Hierba; novela. 1961.
Forrillad, L. Sftempre en capilla. 195U.
Viana, J. Guri, y ostras novelas. 191*6.
Ara, G. Leopold Guiraldes. 1961.
Espina, Garcia, A. Ganivet, el hombre y la obra. 195U.
Miro, C. Don Ricardo Palma. 1953*
Rodo, J.E, Obras completas. 1957.
Zamora, V^.A, Camilo Jose Cela (Aceraaiento a un
escritor). "1962.
Howe, G. Reman literature in translation. 1959®
Poschl, The art of Vergil; image and symbol in the
aen4id« 1962
Erasmus, D, The priase of folly. 1958*
Wace, A0J..B, A companion to Homer. 1962.
Taylor, C,Hc Essays on the Odyssey. 1963.
Sappiio. Sapphoj a new translation by Mary Bernard. 1958.
C^l-aleddin, R.M. Tales from the Masnavi, I96I.
Hayward, Literature and revolution in Soviet Russia,
1917-62. 1963.
Lindsay, Jt Russian poetry, 1917-1955. 1957.
Pasternak, B.L, Fifty poems. 1963.
History, Geography
Berdiaev, N.A. The fate of man in the modem world. 1935-
Berdiaev, N.A, The meaning of history. 1936.
Brinton, C.G. Ideas and men. 1963.
Conference on science, philosophy and religion in their
relation to the democratic way of life. Symposium.
19U0. ,
Wisconsin. University. The humanitiess an appraisal.
1950.
Kahler, E. The meaning of history. 196U.
Kroeber, A.L. An anthropologist looks at history. 1963.
Artz, F.B. From the Renaissance to romanticism; trends in
style in art, literature, and music, I3OO-I63O. 1962.
The Annual register of world events. 1963.
Barzun, J. The modem researcher. 1957.












































Barnes, H.E, A history of historical writing, I962.
Fenton, E, 32 problems in world history. 196U.
Fgnton, E. ...Teacher^s lesson plans. 1961i.
Hunt, L. Political and occasional essays. 1962.
News year. 1963. (A Facts on File publication.)
Webster's geogr:iphical dictionary. A dictionaiy of names
of places, i960.
National Geogrriphic Society. Great adventui^s with
National geographic; e^qsloring land, sea, and sky. I963.
Deacon, G.E.R. Seas, maps, and men. 1962.
Bertelsmann, C, Der grosseBertelsmann .veltatlas. 1963.
B^^lsdon, J.P.V.D. Roman women; their history and habits.
CI962
Davidson, B. The lost cities of Africa. 19?9«
Bagley, J.J. Life in medieval England. 1960#
Lewis, E. The land of wales. 1937.
Mitchell, B»ft. Abstract of British historical statistics.
1962.
Rheims and the battles for its possession. 1920#
Inkeles, A. Soviet society: a book of readings. 1961.
Levlne, I.D. I rediscover Russia. 1961;.
Macartney, G.M. An embassy to China; being the journal
kept by Lord I'^acartney during his embassy to the
En^seror Ch'ien-lung, 1793-'179ii« 1961;.
Sillery, A. Africa; a social geography. 1961.
Hance, W.A. The geography of modem Africa. 196ii.
Junod, V.I. The handbook of Africa. I963.
Boorstin, D.J. The Americans. 1958.
Warner, W^L, The living and the dead. 1959.
Wertenbaker, T.J. The founding of American civilization:
the Miiddle colQnies. 1938.
Crevecoeur, M.G. St. J« Journey into northern Pennsylvania
and the State Sf New York.
Davis, R-B. Intellectual life of
1790-1830. 196ii.
Morgan, D,L. The West of William H. Ashley, recorded diaries
and letters of William H. Ashley and his contemporaries,
1822-1838. 1961;.
Morgan, N.B. Westward tilt; the American West today.
1963.
Freyre, G. The mansions and the shanties (Sobrados e
mucambos); the making of modem Brazil. 1963.
Brooks, V.W. Fenollosa and his circle. 1962.
Garraty, J.A, The nature of biograpiiy. 1957.
Aubrey, J. Brief lifes, and other selected writings. 19ii9.
Mauriac, F. Great men. 1952.
Davis, E.L. Fathers of America; our heritage of faith. 195®'
Willi.omson, C.C.H. Great Catholics. 1963.
Coyle, D. Ordeal of the presidency. I960.
Cattell, J. Directory of American scholars. 1961;
Doanf, G.H. Searching for your ancestors. 19ii8.
Stein, S.G. The Steins of Muscatine; a family chronicle.
1962.
Rostovtzeff, M.I. A history of the ancient world. 19ii5*
Powell, J.M. Innocent Ill-Vicar of Christ or lord of
the world? 1963.
Schwarz, H.F. Metternich, the "coachman of Europe":











































Osgood, S.M. Napoleon. Ill - buffoon, modem dictator, or
sphinx? 1963*
Snell, J.L. The outbreak of the Second World War> design
or blunder? 1962.
Baumont, M. La Taillite de la pai* (1918-1939)# 1961.
Berdiaev, N.A. The end of our tojiie. 1933*
Gallagher, M.P. The Soviet history of World War II: nyths,
memories, and realities. 1963.
Buchanan, A.R. The United States and World war EC. 1961*.
Falk, S.L. Bataan: the march of death. 1962.
Malherbe, H, The flame that is France. 1918.
Irving, D.J.C. The destruction of Dresden. I96I1.
Harrison, G.B. A second Jacobean journal; being a record
of those things most talked of during the years 1607
to 1610. 1958.
Harris, R.W. A short history of eighteenth-century
England. 1963.
Derry, J.W, A short history of nineteenth-century England.
1963.
Namier, S»L.B. Crossroads of power; essays on eighteenth-
century England. 1962.
Wilkes, J.W, A Whig in power. 1961i.
A short history of twentieth-century
1963.
A short history of seventeenth-century
1963.
Muller, G.A.v. The Kaiser and his court. I96I4.
Buelike, W. Die Hugenotten in Niedersachsen. I960.
Macartney, C.A, Hungary, a short history. 1962.
Vivent, J. ^a Guerre de cent ans. 195U.
Mongredien, G. La jo\imee des dupes, 10 novenibre 1630* 196l<
Godechot, J.L. Les institutions de la France sous la
Revolution et l^eir^ire. 1951*
Lcbe%rvre,G, Les paysans du Nord pendant la Revolution
francaise. 1959.
Wallace, S.D.II, Russia. 1905.
In search of France. 1963.
Institute for Balkan studies. Balkan studies. I960.
Merriinan, R.B. The rise of the Spanish Ep5)ire in the Old
World and in the Mew. 1962.
Lindsay, J. Byzantium into Europe. 1952.
Leng, S.C. Sun lat-sen and communism. 1961.
fteeve, W.D. The Republic of Korea. 1963.
Farmer, B.H. Ceylon: a divided nation. 1963.
American Assembly. The United States and the Middle
East. 196U.
Kirk, G.E, A short history of the Middle East. I960.
Halpem, B. The idea of the Jewish state. 1961.
Collins, R.O, The southern Sudan. 1962.
Pickles, D,M. Algeria and France; from colonialism to
cooperation. 1963•
Fage, J.D. An introduction to the history of West Africa#
1962.
Oliver, R.A. History of East Africa. 1963.
Life(Chlcago) The Life history of the United States. 1963#
Hall, M.G. The Glorious Revolution in America. 196U.
















































Enpirc and nation: Letters from a farmer in Pennsylvania,
John Dickinson, 1962•
Wilson, W. Division and reunion, 1829-1889. 196l«
Hamilton, H» Prologue to conflict, the crisis and
Compromise of 1050, 196ii«
Daniels, J. The cabinet diaries of Josephus Daniels, 1913-
1921. 1963.
Fenton, J«M. In your opinion,., I960.
Goldman, E,F, The crucial decade: America, 19ii5-1955.
1956,
Theoreau, HoD, Cape Cod. 1951*
Green, C, (M,) History of Naugatuck, Connecticut. 19i;9»
Lefler, H.T, North C,'irolina, the history of a Southern
State, 1963#
Merrens, H.R. Colonial North Carolina in the eighteenth
century. 196U.
Chadwick, J. The Texas Rangers. 1963*
Paul, R.W, Mining frontiers of the Far West, 18U8-1880«
1963.
Webb, .-J,?, The great plains. 1931»
Rolle, A.F. Cglifomiaj a history. 1963.
McKie, R,C,H, The emergence of Malaysia. 1963»
Biography
Alcxandrov, V, Khrushchev of the Ukraine, a biography, 1957•
Allen, J, The adventures of Mark Twain, 195ii.
Allen, W.H, Rockefeller, 1930,
Anderson, S, Letters, 1953.
Armitage-Smith, S.S.A. John of G^unt, King of Castile and
Leon, 196J4,
Bendix, R. Max Weber; an intellectual portrait, I960,
Berenson, B. The Bemhard Berenson treasury, 1962,
Beskow, E,(M.) Pelle's new suit; picture book, 1961.
Blount, J,G, The John Gray Blount papers, 1952.
Boas, F.S, Cristopher Marlowe. 19U0,
Bourgoing, J. Elisabeth, Kaiserin von Osterreich, Herozogin
in B^em, 1956,
Branch, E,M, The literary apprenticeship of Mark Twain,
1950,
Brinnin, J#M. The third rose, 1959*
Brod, M, Heinrich Heine; the artist in revolt, 1957*
Brown, J, John Bunyan, his life, times and work, I886,
Bumbartner, L,E, Jose del Valle of Central America, 1963*
Bunin, I.A. Memories and portraits. 1951.
Carlyle, J.B,(W,) Jane Welsh Carlyle, a new selection of
her letters. 19U9.
Chapman, H,W, Lady Jane Grey, October 1537-February 155U*
1962.
Connely, W. Adventure in biography; a chronicle of encounters
and findings. I960.
Cramer, J,H, Lincoln under ener^ fire. 19ii8.
Crosland, M, Jean Cocteau. 1955-
De Quincey, T, De Quincey to Wordsworth, 1962,
De Selincourt, E. Dorothy Wordsworth, a biography. 1933«
Dowden, E. Michel de Montaigne, 1905*














































Fischer, L« The life of Lenin. 1961i«
Gagnebin, B, Encounter with Henry Dunant. 1963*
Geyl, P* Napoleon, for and against. 196i4»
Gould, J. Robert Frost; the aim was song. 196i4«
Graham, W.A. The papers of William Alexander Graham. 1957*
Hardy, T. "Dearest Emmie," Thomas Hardy's letters to hds
first wife. 1963.
Hayes, R.B. Hayes: The diary of a president 1875-1881. 19614.
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